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Abstract 

Although mobile call termination rates regulation introduced by the Independent 

Communications Authority of South Africa (“ICASA”) in 2010 “has resulted in the cost of 

prepaid mobile voice calls dropping by 24% from June 2010 to June 2012”2, this has seen 

an increase in on/off net differentials.3 These were adopted by the dominant operators as a 

way of offsetting perceived revenue decreases due to the introduction of call termination rate 

regulations. An act of engaging on on-net/off-net price differentials may be regarded as an 

exclusionary act4 in terms of the competition act no.89 of 1998 (“Competition Act”). This is 

because on-net/off-net price differentials make it almost impossible for a rational consumer 

to switch to a smaller network where the perceived benefits are much less in scale.. This is a 

substantial barrier to competition.5 Telecommunications authorities regulate wholesale call 

termination rates to increase competitive dynamics. This paper investigates whether, in 

addition to the cost-based regulation of call termination rate, the exclusionary abuse sections 

of the Competition Act can be used to address the exclusionary effects of on-net/off-net price 

differentials in order to achieve more competitive outcomes.   
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1. Introduction  

Since the South African telecom’s regulator, the Independent Communications Authority of 

South Africa (“ICASA”), gazetted call termination rates regulations in October 2010, pre-paid 

retail calls’ prices have decreased significantly. However, the March 2012 Research ICT 

Africa Policy Brief No. 1 provides the following summary on the competitive ineffectiveness 

of the South African mobile telecommunications market: 

 SA ranks 30th – “Mobile prices are cheaper in over 30 African countries than they 

are in South Africa with prices in Kenya, Mauritius, Egypt and Namibia only a fraction 

of the price of even the lowest priced services in South Africa.”   

 Neighbouring countries several times cheaper – “South African prepaid mobile 

prices are three times more expensive than in Namibia.” 

 Lack of pass-through of price reductions to end-users – “In South Africa, even 

the modest reductions imposed on termination rates have generally not been passed 

on to end-users.” 

 Cell C and Telkom Mobile – “Two relatively late market entrants, Cell C and the 

most recent entrant Telkom Mobile , have attempted to introduce cheaper mobile 

prepaid products, but these products have not forced down the general price level”. 

 SA operators do not compete for price – “The dominant mobile operators, 

Vodacom and MTN, have been able to withstand the pricing pressure from price cuts 

by later entrants, and all operators’ prices have settled around the levels set by 

them”. 

The fact that that even the attempts by Cell C and Telkom Mobile to introduce cheaper 

mobile products did not push general price levels down raises two, but interrelated, 

important questions. One, are call termination rates regulations sufficient to facilitate  

sustainable price competition in the mobile telecommunications market? Two, why are 

consumers not switching to cheaper mobile telecommunications products in the market?  

 

This paper looks at one of the reasons why consumers may find it less convenient to switch 

to operators that provide cheaper mobile telecommunications products, namely the “club 

effects” of price differentials between on/off net calls. The paper is structured as follows. 

Section 2 will look at (i) what on/off net call differentials are; (ii) business rationale for 

employing on/off net call differentials; and (iii) the anticompetitive effects of on/off net 

differentials. Section 3 will look at call termination regulations in South Africa and their 

effects on on-net/off-net differential pricing in the mobile telecommunications market and the 

role the competition act can play in addressing anticompetitive effects of on/off net 

differentials in the market. Although number portability is not the main question of the topic, 

section 4 will show that efficient number portability is crucial to making call termination 

regulations more efficient. We will conclude the paper under section 5.    

 

2. On-Net/Off-Net Differential Pricing  

On-net/off-net differential pricing refers to a situation where network operators differentiate 

between calls made between subscribers of their own network (on-net calls) and calls 

between their subscribers and subscribers of competing network providers (off-net calls) in 

terms of their charges. Operators that differentiate between on-net and off-net call rates 



charge lower rates for on-net calls and higher rates off-net calls. On-net/off-net differentials 

may be used by large operators as a strategy to exclude small and potential network 

operators in the market, Haucap and Lanigan (2012). However, under certain market 

circumstances, on-net/off-net differentials may enhance market efficiency. We start off by 

critically analysing arguments which suggest that on-net/off-net differential pricing is not 

necessarily anticompetitive strategy.     

2.1. Arguments for On-Net/Off-Net Differential Pricing 

Carter and Wright (2003)6 argue that “because of asymmetry, the larger network will always 

prefer a reciprocal interconnection charge to be set at cost”. The findings of Carter and 

Wight (2003) were endorsed by Frontier Economics (2004) which raises three country 

experiences where it was in fact small operators who introduced on-net/off-net differentials: 

- In the UK, on-net/off-net differentials were first introduced in late 1993 by One2One 

and Orange when these networks launched their services. Vodafone and BT Cellnet 

only introduced such differentials in their charges in October 1998 and in Spring 1999 

respectively.  

- In Germany, E-Plus (the third entrant) entered the market introduced with differentials 

in 1994. The two existing operator then responded with similar differentials about six 

months later. 

- In Ireland Digifone entered the market with differential pricing in 1997. Eircell, only 

responded with similar differentials in May 1999.   

The argument of Carter and Wright (1999) that larger firms have incentives to price off-net 

calls at cost is qualified by the existence of brand loyalty in the market. In a case of brand 

loyalty, price elasticity of demand is inelastic, which explains why in the above county 

examples provided by Frontier Economics (2004), larger firms did not immediately respond 

to differential pricing introduced by smaller networks when they launched their services. 

However, the fact that larger firms eventually responded with similar differential pricing 

means that brand loyalty assumption is not sustainable in the mobile telecommunications 

market.  

 

It has largely been argued that when firms are of equal size, differential pricing will not 

reduce consumer welfare. For example, Laffont, Rey and Tirole (1998) found that: “Price 

discrimination based on call termination is not related to differences in costs or demand 

elasticities and introduces a misallocation of resources on the demand side. It may, 

however, increase welfare in the case of competition between equals”(our emphasis added)7 

However, it is unlikely that when network operators are equal, charging high off-net prices 

would be an optimal strategy for business since it will intensify competition: “…when 

networks are symmetric, charging high (reciprocal) access markups, i.e. markups on the 

costs for terminating a call originating from a competitor’s network, intensifies competition as 

these translate into higher off-net prices.”8 
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South Africa’s experience confirms that firms may have incentives to charge off-net calls at 

cost when players in the market are of equal size and above cost when there firms are 

unequal. For example, before ICASA imposed call termination regulations on operators in 

2010, the agreement between MTN and Vodacom set the mobile termination rates at R0.00 

and fixed to mobile terminate rates at R0.20 and when the third mobile operator (Cell C) was 

introduced in 2001, Vodacom and MTN reviewed their commercial agreement to a new rate 

of R1.25.9  

 

In the case with the Autorité de la Concurrence (“Autorité”), Orange France and SFR could 

not demonstrate that their differential pricing behaviour was objectively justified by a 

difference between the costs of on-net and off-net calls.10 Neither did they demonstrate that 

it would be essential to the achievement of efficiency gains, prevailing over its 

anticompetitive effects.  

 

In light of the above, efficiency justifications for on-net/off-net differential pricing seem to be 

limited. We intend to show that when the market consists of asymmetric firms, on-net/off-net 

differentials are motivated by their negative effects on competition.    

2.2. The Foreclosure Effects of On-Net/Off-Net Differential Pricing  

It is largely acknowledged that on-net/off-net differentials have exclusionary effects on small 

operators in the market. Haucap and Lanigan (2012) provide the following summary of 

papers which accept that on-net/off-net differential pricing can be used as a strategic barrier 

to entry into retail markets in mobile telephony: 

 Hoernig, S. (2007), On-Net and Off-Net Pricing on Asymmetric Telecommunications 

Networks, in: Information Economics and Policy 19, 171-188,  

 Calzada, J. & Valletti, T. (2008), Competition and Entry Deterrence, in: The 

Economic Journal 118, 1223-1244,  

 Stennek, J. & Tangerås, T. (2008), Intense Network Competition, NET Institute 

Working Paper # 08-36,  

 Lopez, A. & Rey, P. (2009), Foreclosing Competition Through Access Charges and 

Price Discrimination, IDEI Working Paper No. 570,  

 Cabral, L. (2009), Dynamic Price Competition with Network Effects, IESE Business 

School Working Paper No. WP-843, University of Navarra, and  

 Harbord, D. & Pagnozzi, M. (2010), Network Based Price Discrimination and ‘Bill-

and-Keep’ vs. ‘Cost-Based’ Regulation of Mobile Termination Rates, in: Review of 

Network Economics 9 (1), Article 1. 

According to Harbord and Pagnozzi (2010), on-net/off-net differential pricing presents 

foreclosure effects due to tariff-mediated effects which benefit large networks and harm 

smaller entrants or even prevent entry. Foreclosure effects of differential pricing can be 

explained better through the following example in Figure 1. 
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The above example shows that differential pricing disadvantages small players in the market 

and therefore dilutes their price competitiveness. Further, differential pricing has a potential 

to incentivise subscribers of larger networks to make more on-net calls than off-net calls. 

Therefore, on-net/off-net differential pricing may attract more customers (more particularly 

family members and friends) to join a larger network.  

 

In the case against Orange France and SFR, Autorité described the foreclosure effects of 

differential pricing as follows: 

“These offerings first of all artificially accentuated the “club” effect, that is, the 

propensity for close relatives to regroup under the same operator, by encouraging 

consumers to switch operators and join that of their relatives. These offerings played 

a great role as this factor was, above price, the main incentive for subscriptions (70% 

of a subscriber's consumption is used towards its three favourite interlocutors). 

Once the clubs were formed, these offerings “locked” consumers in durably with their 

operator by significantly raising the exit costs incurred by the subscribers of on net 

Assume the following information is available in the market.  

Network operator  A B C 

Market share 54% 32% 14% 

Average number of 
calls per person per 
month (each call last 
for a minute) 

 
100 

 
100 

 
100 

On-net call price  R1.30 per 
minute  

R1.30 R1.30 

Off-net call price  R2.08 R2.08 R2.08 

  

With the above information, a fully-informed rational customer will be able to make the following 

calculations: 

 Number of on-net calls she would make if she was a subscriber of network A; 

 Number of on-net calls she would make if she was a subscriber of network B;  

 Number of on-net calls she would make if she was a subscriber of network C; 

 Number of off-net calls she would make if she was a subscriber of network A; 

 Number of off-net calls she would make if she was a subscriber of network B; 

 Number of off-net calls she would make if she was a subscriber of network C; and 

 The total cost she would incur for subscribing to any of networks A, B and C per month.  

For network A, a subscriber makes 54 on-net calls per month and 46 off-net calls translating to a 

total cost of R165.88 per month. For network B, a subscriber would make 32 on-net calls and 68 

off-net calls, translating to a total cost of R183.04 per month whereas a subscriber with network 

C will make 14 on-net calls and 86 off-net calls translating to a total cost of R197.08 per month.  

 

 

Figure 1: Foreclosure Effects of Differential Pricing 



unlimited offerings as well as by their relatives who wish to subscribe to a new 

offering with a competing operator. 

The rate differentiation between « on net » and « off net » calls puts off any operator 

switch because the subscriber or its relatives would consequently no longer be able 

to make or receive “unlimited” calls.  

This differentiation between “on net” and “off net” calls therefore consequently 

damaged the fluidity of the retail market by hampering customers' migration towards 

another existing operator.”11  

The only way a small player can be able to grow its market share is by not discriminating 

between on-net and off-net calls. For example, if off-net calls for network C cost R1.30, it 

would cost a customer R130 per month if she subscribed with network C, which would be 

cheapest compared to network A and B. However, a small player would not be able to 

sustain this competitive advantage in the long run, since the cost to offer an off-net call is 

likely to be significantly above R1.30.  

 

It is argued that when termination rates are set at cost there is no economic reason for an 

operator to discriminate between on-net and off-net calls. For example the Namibian 

Communication Commission 2011 report on PRICE CAP ON OFF-NET RETAIL PRICES 

states that “With termination rates having approached the cost of an efficient operator there 

is no economic need for a network operator to discriminate between on-net and off-net 

calls.”12 At the same time, Haucap and Lanigan (2012) state that “It is apparent from 

economic literature, analysis of the consumer decision-making process and actual outcomes 

in other jurisdictions that reliance on wholesale regulation alone will often not remove the 

incentives that a dominant network has to restrict competition through on-net/off-net price 

discrimination.”  

 

The next section considers whether ICASA, through call termination regulations, can 

sufficiently address on-net/off-net price differentials and whether the Competition 

Commission of South Africa, through exclusionary abuse prohibition, can play a shared role 

in addressing the effects of on-net/off-net differential pricing.   

 

3. Interplay between ICASA call termination rates regulations and exclusionary 

abuse prohibition in South Africa    

 

3.1. The impact of ICASA call termination regulations on on-net/off-net 

differential pricing  

During 2007, ICASA conducted a Market Enquiry into the definition of the market for call 

termination services in South Africa in terms on section 4B of Independent Communications 

Authority of South Africa Act of 2000, as Amended (“ICASA Act”). In its Market Enquiry, 

ICASA found that each network operator has monopoly in the market for call termination. In 

addition ICASA found that the following market failures in the market for call termination 

market.    
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 A lack of the provision of access,  

 The potential for discrimination between licensees offering similar services; 

 Lack of transparency; and  

 Inefficient pricing.  

To address the above market failures, in 2010, ICASA introduced cost-based wholesale call 

termination regulations in terms of section 67(4) of the Electronic Communications Act 36 of 

2005 (“ECA”). According to ICASA, call termination regulations have resulted in the cost of 

prepaid mobile voice dropping by 24% from June 2010 to June 2012, from R1.37 to R1.04.13 

Nonetheless, Research ICT Africa 2012 policy brief No.1, shows that on-net/off-net 

differentials remained significant, an issue which might discourage small networks to 

continue with their aggressive pricing. The report summarises off-net differentials as follows: 

Table 1: Off-Net differential in ZAR 

Operator  Product  Jan-11 Jan-12 Price Change 

Telkom Mobile Prepaid Voice 0 0 0 

 
 
Cell C 

Easychat 99c 0 0,51 n/a 

Easychat allday 0 0 0 

Easychat per second 0 0 0 

Easychat standard 0 0 0 

R0.99  0,51 n/a 

 
 
MTN 

Call Per Second  0,17 -0,17 

Call Per Second Peak 0 0,00 0 

Muziq 0.50 0,50 0 

One Rate 0 0 0 

Zone 0,35 0,35 0 

Virgin Mobile Prepay  1,00 0,74 0,26 

 
 
Vodacom 

4U Prepaid  0,18 n/a 

Big Bonus Voucher  0,26 n/a 

Prepaid AllDay per minute 0 0 0 

Prepaid AllDay per second 0 0,10 -0,10 

Vodacom 4 less 0,29 0,29 0 

 Day saver   1,75 n/a 
                                           Source: Research ICT Africa 2012 policy brief No.1 

As Table 1 illustrates,, MTN and Vodacom differentiate between on-net and off-net calls in 

terms of charges. This raises questions on the sufficiency of cost-based call termination 

rates regulations to addressing on-net/off-net differential pricing. Indeed, it may be an 

indication that cost-based call termination rate regulations are not sufficient to remove 

dominant firm’s incentives to engage in on-net/off-net price discrimination to limit competition 

in the market. 

 

Price Cap regulation may be employed to supplement call termination regulation. Table 2 

below reports on telecommunications authorities that employed Price Cap Regulation to 

address the impact of on-net/off-net price differentials.  
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Table 2:  Price Cap Regulation-Global Examples 

Country  Regulations  

Argentina Price Cap Regulation 

Australia Price Cap Regulation 

Canada Price Cap Regulation 

Chile Price Cap Regulation 

Columbia Price Cap Regulation 

Denmark Price Cap Regulation 

France Price Cap Regulation 

Germany Price Cap Regulation 

Greece Price Cap Regulation 

Hungary Price Cap Regulation 

Ireland Price Cap Regulation 

Mexico Price Cap Regulation 

Pakistan Price Cap Regulation 

Portugal Price Cap Regulation 

Portugal Price Cap Regulation 

Sweden Price Cap Regulation 

United Kingdom Price Cap Regulation 

United States Price Cap Regulation  
Source: David E. Sappington and Dennis L. Weisman (2010) 

Like many other regulatory measures, Price Cap Regulations have drawbacks. Price Cap 

Regulation have an administrative burden on the regulator in term of determining the levels 

and structures of the price (Haucap and Lanigan, 2012). To avoid these challenges, some 

countries such as Nigeria and Namibia require network operators not to discriminate 

between on-net and off-net calls. The other advantage of non-discrimination rule is that it 

may be phased out as soon market participants are at the same level of competitive 

advantage.    

3.2. Exclusionary Abuse Prohibitions  

Where operators significantly differentiate between on-net and off-net calls when wholesale 

call termination rate is regulated at cost, the only assumptions would be that the on-net call 

price is priced significantly below cost or the off-net call price is significantly above cost. 

Alternatively, it may be argued that operators are engaging in price discrimination since the 

cost of providing on-net calls is likely to be immaterially different from the cost off-net calls 

when termination rates are regulated at cost.   

3.2.1. Section 9 of the Competition Act (Price discrimination) provides that: 

(1) An action by a dominant firm, as the seller of goods or services is prohibited price 

discrimination, if – 

(a) it is likely to have the effect of substantially preventing or lessening competition; 

(b) it relates to the sale, in equivalent transactions, of goods or services of like grade and 

quality to different purchasers; and 

(c) it involves discriminating between those purchasers in terms of – 

(i) the price charged for the goods or services; 



(ii) any discount, allowance, rebate or credit given  or allowed in relation to the supply of 

goods or services; 

(iii) the provision of services in respect of the goods or services; or 

(iv) payment for services provided in respect of the goods Assuming the rates of terminating 

a call are regulated at cost, then charging significantly different off-net rates relative to on-net 

rates could be regarded as prohibited price discrimination, since cost-based call termination 

regulations make off-net and on-net calls more or less equivalent transactions in terms of 

costs.  

3.2.2. Section 8 of the Competition Act (Predatory pricing and exclusionary conduct)  

8. It is prohibited for a dominant firm to - 

(a) ……………………..; 

(b) ………………………..; 

(c) engage in an exclusionary act, other than an act listed in paragraph (d), if the 

anti-competitive effect of that act outweighs its technological, efficiency or other pro-

competitive gain; or 

(d) engage in any of the following exclusionary acts, unless the firm concerned 

can show technological, efficiency or other pro-competitive, gains which 

outweigh the anti-competitive effect of its act: 

(i) ………………………………………; 

(ii) ………………………………………; 

(iii ) ……………………………………..; 

(iv) selling goods or .services below their marginal or average variable cost; 

or 

(v) ……………………………………………; 

 

The Competition Act defines ‘exclusionary act’ as an act that impedes or prevents a firm 

from entering into, or expanding within, a market. Section 8(c) and (d)(iv) of the Competition 

Act provides the Competition Commission with the authority to investigate any conduct that 

impedes or prevents a firm from entering into, or expanding within, a market under 8(c) and 

the sale of goods and services below cost under 8(d)(iv). The Competition Commission 

would have to prove that on net/off net differentials are exclusionary as defined.   

 

Although the Competition Act deems conduct under section 8(d)(iv) as outright exclusionary, 

Competition Authorities globally have adopted an effect based approach which requires that 



after establishing the prohibited or anticompetitive conduct, Competition Authority must show 

evidence of the effect of such conduct – the harm. 

 

Therefore, sections 8 and 9 of the Competition Act prohibit conduct of a dominant firm which 

has an anticompetitive effect on the market and can be applied to deter any engagement of 

Vodacom and MTN if their on-net/off-net differential pricing resulted (or is likely to result) in 

any anticompetitive effect.  

 

It is worth noting, however, that competition law enforcement has historically taken too long 

to remedy the markets. However, application for interim relief may be used to avoid 

damages that may be experienced during a long process of adjudication. Therefore, in the 

absence of non-discrimination or price cap regulations, small network operators may make 

use of competition law agencies to report any on-net/off-net differential pricing which is likely 

to have any anticompetitive effect on the market.     

 

4. 4. Mobile Number portability  

Although it is not central to the question of the paper, we wish to highlight the importance of 

mobile number portability in making effective any policy directed at addressing on-net/off-net 

differentials’ effects. Even if a small/new network operator were able to offer competitive 

packages in the market, its success in terms of growing market shares would still be 

dependent on the ability of customers to port numbers, as there would be switching costs 

associated with informing people about changing their number and missing valuable calls 

from people that do not have the new number (Buehler and Haucap 2004). A successful 

mobile number portability is one which removes these switching costs. Khan (2011) provides 

that the following factors will influence the success of number portability in removing 

switching costs: 

 Subscriber awareness: subscribers need to be aware of mobile number portability, its 

advantages, and how to go about it; 

 Simplicity: According to Khan(2011) rules such as a number cannot be ported in the 

first 6 months of subscription can hamper the success of mobile number portability; 

 Speed: The time taken to port should be minimised to as short as possible; 

 Cost factor: The lower the porting cost, the higher will be the rate of porting; and  

 Handset subsidies and fixed term agreements: subsidies given by service providers 

on handsets lead to fixed term agreements and hence limit the option for the 

subscriber to switch to a different service provider. Khan (2011) states that number 

portability has been a great success in the countries like Finland where there are no 

subsidies on mobile handsets.  

There have been great concerns about the awareness, simplicity, speed and cost factor of 

the number portability in South Africa. Therefore, it is likely that number witching costs might 

have been replaced by network switching costs. To achieve intended benefits of call 

termination rate regulation, investigating whether number portability in South Africa is 

working well seems crucial. 

 



5. Conclusions and Recommendations   

Call termination regulation remains very important in South Africa given the ineffective state 

of competition in the telecommunications sector. The 2010 Call Termination regulations have 

had some positive effects on the market. However, the dominant operators have established 

on net/off net call rates as a means to mitigate the intended effects of the regulations. On-

net/off net rate differentials have been proven to have detrimental effects on small players 

and their ability to effectively compete with established players.  

 

Therefore, it is important to take into account other measures that can be taken to foster 

competition in the market. This paper provides the Competition Act as an alternative remedy, 

in addition to the ECA to remedy the market and restore effective levels of competition. 

Sections 8 and 9 of the Competition Act provide the Competition Commission to investigate 

any conduct by the dominant firms that could be anti-competitive. Section 8(c) specifically 

catches any conduct of a dominant firm that negatively affects the ability of small firms and 

new entrants to compete in the market, while section 8(d)(iv) prohibits charging products and 

services below costs. Section 9 of the Competition Act prohibits any form of price 

discrimination. 

 

While ICASA is in the process of reviewing its 2010 Call Termination regulations to ensure 

effective competition in the market, the Competition Commission and the Competition Act 

are additional effective tools available for the industry to foster competition in the market.  

 

 


